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Luggage flies  high again

 
By Jonathan Cohen

With the experience market booming, the travel industry is growing at an unparalleled rate. This, in turn, has led to
the re-emergence of the ultimate status symbol: luxury luggage.

Travel continues to be a significant growth category.

In the bag
Buoyed by younger consumers eager to experience the world, more plentiful, affordable transportation and
accommodation options available at steep discounts at last-minute via mobile, and the rise of "bleisure,"
intermingling business and leisure travel the industry's statistics are impressive.

According to the World Tourism Organization, the number of international arrivals increased from 897 million in
2009 to 1.341 billion in 2017, with travel research firm Skift forecasting international arrivals increasing to 1.6 billion
in 2020.

Alongside this rise of travel and tourism has been an increased interest in associated products, namely, luggage,
bags and clothing designed not only to function well under the rigors of modern travel, but to showcase their
owners' taste and status.

Well-designed, aspirational luggage is not new.

Storied brands such as Louis Vuitton, Goyard and Rimowa originated more than a century ago, but in addition to
those classic brands' continued growth, a newer crop of brands and products have captured the attention, wallets
and Instagram feeds of younger consumers eager to travel well and look the part, with Los Angeles-brand Away
perhaps being the most visible success story.

Having sold a purported 500,000 suitcases and achieving profitability, the self-described "travel lifestyle" brand
recently secured $50 million in additional funding.

Going the distance
Within this market, a particular growth opportunity inside this on-the-move sector appears to be millennial and Gen Z
men, and a range of brands, both classic and new, are offering travel-related products in categories that were either
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previously unremarkable and commoditized or outright derided.

What is clear is men now have more style-oriented options in travel apparel and accessories. This began with the
ascendance of better-designed backpacks from a diverse array of brands such as Louis Vuitton, Dior Men, Porter-
Yoshida, North Face Purple Label, Topo Designs, Supreme, Sandqvist, Rains and Noah, but has extended beyond that
narrow category.

In perhaps a harbinger of things to come, a recently founded Los Angeles-based luxury sportswear brand, Oyster
Holdings, is  "designed with the modern traveler in mind." Its Web site address alludes to its inspiration and
ambition, which is also a trademarked tagline: "Traveling Is a Sport," and a recent collaboration with adidas helped
spread the word and its apparel at a more accessible price.

It is  worth noting that luxury-priced Oyster thus far has focused on sweats, shirts, shorts and socks, but presumably
bags are en route.

THE MOST INTERESTING aspect of travel-related goods trend is that as with its earliest antecedents, namely French
luxury brands that began with luggage a century ago, it has quickly crossed borders and come to represent a modern
travel zeitgeist beyond actually traveling, stimulated by an endless stream of social media images.

Whether jet-setting abroad or simply walking down the street, these younger generations want to show both where
they have been and that they are, literally and figuratively, "going places." It is  a mindset and a lifestyle as much as
an actuality, perhaps more so.

We should expect to see continued growth in new products and services that play to these aspirations, interests and
passions, which appear to be as-yet unbounded.
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